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INTRODUCTION

Olivine is an important mineral in maÞ c und ultramaÞ c igne-
ous and metamorphic rocks and it is the most abundant phase 
of Earth�s upper mantle. Clearly, knowledge of its thermody-
namic properties is crucial for undertaking many mineralogic, 
petrologic, geophysical, and meteoritic investigations. The T-X 
phase diagram at 1 atm for the Mg2SiO4�Fe2SiO4 system was 
one of the Þ rst, for a system containing a transition-metal cation, 
to be determined by experimental mineralogists (Bowen and 
Schairer 1935). Published results relevant to this present work 
are reviewed brieß y (see Dachs et al. 2007 for a more extensive 
review).

CALORIMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS

Low-temperature adiabatic calorimetric (low-TAC) experi-
ments were made by Robie et al. (1982a, 1982b) to determine the 
heat capacities of end-member fayalite and forsterite between 5 
and 380 K and to derive their standard third-law entropies. 

The enthalpies of mixing for Fe-Mg olivines were Þ rst 
measured by high-temperature solution calorimetry by Thierry 
et al. (1981) and Wood and Kleppa (1981). These two studies 

indicated ideality or small positive deviations with an asymmetry 
toward end-member fayalite for the enthalpy of mixing behavior. 
The most recent high-temperature solution calorimetric study of 
Kojitani and Akaogi (1994) on Fe-Mg olivine yielded WOl

H,Mg-Fe = 
5.3 ± 1.7 kJ/mol. Combining this WH value with published data 
on the excess free energy of mixing (see below), these authors 
proposed a value of WOl

S,Mg-Fe = 0.6 ± 1.5 J/(mol·K) to describe 
the entropy of mixing behavior.

PHASE EQUILIBRIUM AND COMPUTATIONAL         
THERMODYNAMIC STUDIES OF FE-MG OLIVINE

Many experimental phase equilibrium studies have been 
performed to investigate the thermodynamic mixing properties of 
Fe-Mg olivine (see Wiser and Wood 1991; von Seckendorff and 
O�Neill 1993 and references therein). In general, most of these 
studies concluded that the thermodynamic Gibbs free energy 
associated with Fe-Mg mixing in olivine is approximately ideal 
or is associated with small positive deviations from ideality. 
Sack and Ghiorso (1989), in their thermodynamic analysis of 
published experimental data, challenged this generally accepted 
view and suggested signiÞ cant positive nonideality for the mixing 
behavior. They obtained a value of WOl

G,Mg-Fe = 10.2 ± 0.3 kJ/mol. 
Von Seckendorff and O�Neill (1993) rejected this proposal 
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ABSTRACT

The heat capacities of a series of synthetic forsterite (Fo)�fayalite (Fa), Mg2SiO4�Fe2SiO4, olivines 
have been measured between 5 and 300 K on milligram-sized samples with the Physical Properties 
Measurement System (Quantum Design). The heat capacities for fayalite and fayalite-rich olivine are 
marked by a sharp lambda-type anomaly deÞ ning a transition from the paramagnetic to an antifer-
romagentic state, which in the case of fayalite occurs at TN = 64.5 K. In forsterite-rich compositions a 
feature in the CP data around 25 K is observable and it could possibly be linked to a magnetic transi-
tion. Additionally, all Fe-bearing olivines show a Schottky-type anomaly. Excess heat capacities of 
mixing, ∆CP

xs, for the various Fe-Mg olivine solid-solution compositions were calculated applying the 
equation ∆CP

xs = CP
ss � [(1 � XFa) CP
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Fa] using Þ tted CP polynomials for each composition. The 

calorimetric entropies at 298.15 K, Scal, were determined by solving the CP  integral S
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= ∫ . If a 
symmetric Margules mixing model ∆Sxs = Ws·XFa(1 � XFa) is taken to describe the entropy of mixing 
behavior for the Fo-Fa binary, it yields an interaction parameter of Ws = �1.6 ± 1.7 J/(mol·K) on a one-
cation basis. The calorimetric data thus indicate ideal entropy of mixing behavior. Adopting, however, a 
value of WOl

S,Mg-Fe = �1.6 J/(mol·K) one can calculate a value for the excess Gibbs free energy of mixing 
of WOl

G,Mg-Fe = 6.9 kJ/mol at 1000 K using the most recent solution calorimetric study of Kojitani and 
Akaogi (1994) on Fo-Fa olivine with WOl

H, Mg-Fe = 5.3 kJ/mol. This WOl
G,Mg-Fe value should be considered 

a maximum upper limit for thermodynamic nonideality. Using solely calorimetric data, the T-X phase 
diagram for the Fo-Fa binary is calculated at 1 bar and 50 kbar and compared to that obtained from a 
model-dependent thermodynamic analysis. The results suggest that exsolution in Fe-Mg olivine should 
only be possible in low-temperature environments depending on kinetic behavior.
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